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Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.THIS BOOK CONTAINS MEANINGS OF
MORE THAN 3400 ADVANCED ENGLISH WORDS (including
phrasal verbs and idioms). Learn Difficult English Words Their
Meanings Sample This: ( sb implies somebody, sth implies
something) abate to become, or make sth less strong abed in
bed aberrant not socially acceptable abet to help, or
encourage sb to do sth wrong in abeyance not being used for a
period of time ablutions act of washing yourself aboard on a
ship, plane, bus etc. abode where sb lives abolition ending of
sth abominate to feel hatred, or disgust abomination
extremely unpleasant, disgusting abortive unsuccessful above
board legal and honest; in a legal and honest way abridge to
make book, etc. shorter absent minded forgetful abstainer who
chooses not to vote, who never drinks alcohol abstruse difficult
to understand abundant plentiful abysmal extremely bad
abyss deep wide space, or hole that seems to have no bottom
accede to agree, to become king, or queen accommodating
willing to help, obliging accomplish to achieve sth in accord
with sb/sth in agreement with accord with sth to agree...
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Very useful to all of category of people. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i will likely to go through
once more again in the foreseeable future. I realized this book from my i and dad advised this publication to find out.
-- Alta  K ir lin-- Alta  K ir lin

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of
the pdf. You may like how the article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosa r io Dur g a n-- Rosa r io Dur g a n
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